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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a real Banach space, K a cone in X, and “ <” an ordering in X 
induced by K by defining y 3 x if and only if y - x E K. The pair (X, K) is 
called an ordered Banach space with positive cone K if X is given ordering 
induced by K. The elements x E &= K\ (0) are said to be positive and we 
write x>O if xER 
The purpose of this paper is to extend some fixed point theorems of 
Krasnoselskii [ 51 for completely continuous and of Amann [ 1,2] for strict 
set-contractions T: K -+ K which are Frechet differentiable at 0 and/or at cc 
along K to those which are semidifferentiable in a sense defined below. The 
proofs of our results will be based on the fixed point index developed in 
[9, 111 (see also [4]). 
2. STATEMENT AND PR~~FS OF THE THEOREMS 
We first recall that if Q c X is any bounded set, then the set-measure of 
noncompactness of Q, a(Q), is defined by 
a(Q)=inf d>O:Qc fi QiforsomemEN+ anddiam(Q,)<d 
i= 1 
Clearly, a(Q) = 0 iff Q is precompact. It is known (see [6, 8, lo]) that if Q, 
and Q2 are bounded, then a(Q, u Q2) = max{a(Q,), a(Q2)}, a(Q, + Q2) < 
a(Ql) + a(Q,), and a@(Q)) = a(Q), where co(Q) is the convex hull of Q. 
A continuous map T: D c X + X, which maps bounded sets in D into 
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bounded sets in X (i.e., T is bounded), is said to be k-set-contractive if 
t$T(Q))<kcc(Q) for each bounded set QcD and some kER+=[O, 00). 
We shall use the fixed point index developed independently in [9, lo] for 
k-set-contractions with k E [0, 1) which can be outlined as follows. Let F be 
a closed convex subset of X, let D be a bounded open set in X with 
D,= D n F# 0. Let D, and aD, be the closure and the boundary of D, 
relative to F. Then, if T: dF + F is a k-set-contraction with k E [0, 1) (i.e., T 
is strict set-contractive) and x # TX for XE aD,, it has been shown in 
[9, 111 (see also [4]) that there exists an integer iF( T, DF), the fixed point 
index of T, having the following properties: 
(Pl ) If iJ T, DI;) # 0, then T has a fixed point in D,. 
(P2) If x0 E D,, then i,-(iO, Dk) = 1, where &, denotes the map whose 
constant value is x0. 
(P3) If D = D’ u 0’ with D’ and D2 disjoint open sets such that 
x # TX if x E aDk u aD:, then iF( T, D) = iF( T, 0;) + iF( T, D’,). 
(P4) If T,, T,: DF + F are strict set-contractive such that x # 
tT,(x) + (1 - t) T2(x) for x E aD, and t E [0, I], then iF( T,, DF) = 
iF(T2, OF). 
Other properties of iF( T, DF) were established in [9, 111, but in this 
paper we will need only properties (Pl k( P4). 
Let us now introduce the notion of a “semidifferentiable” map T: K + K 
at co or at 0 along the cone K and show how it can be used to establish the 
existence of nonzero fixed points in R = K\ { 0 > for such maps by adapting 
the argument used in [ 11. It will be seen that the notion of semidifferen- 
tiability extends the concept of (Frechet) differentiability used in [ 1,2] and 
earlier in [S] and others (see [6]) for completely continuous and strict 
set-contractive maps. 
To state our first definition, we first recall that T: X-r X is said to be 
positively homogeneous if T( tx) = tT(x) for all t 2 0 and x E X, while T is 
said to be increasing if x < y implies T(x) d T(y) where x < y iff y - x E K. 
In what follows we denote by E(K, X) the class of all continuous, bounded 
maps T: K + X such that T is positively homogeneous and increasing on K. 
Note that if T: X+ X is a bounded linear map which is positive (i.e., 
T(K) c K), then TE E(K, X) but the converse is not true. 
DEFINITION 1. A map T: K + X is said to be semidifferentiable at co 
along K if there exists a map T, E E(K, X) such that for all h E K 
T(h) = T,(h) + w,(h) with w,(h) = o( llhll) as llhll -+ 00. (1) 
We call T, a semiderivative of T at GO along K. 
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In what follows we shall need the following result which is an extension 
of the linear case in [2] (see also [6]). 
LEMMA 1. If T maps K into K and has a semiderivative T, at CC along 
K, then T, maps K into K. Furthermore, if T is also k-set-contractive, then 
T, is also k-set-contractive. 
ProoJ: To prove the first part, suppose that there is ye R such that 
T,(y)4 K. Since T, is positively homogeneous, we may suppose that 
llyll = 1. Then, by (I), lim,,, (T(Ay)/ll) = T,(y) and, by the closedness of 
K, T,(y) E K in contradiction to our assumption. This proves the first of 
our assertions. 
TO prove the second part, suppose that 27 K -+ K is k-set-contractive for 
some k E R +. We claim that T, is also k-set-contractive. We know 
that II~,(xMxll = II T(x) - T,(x)ll/ll4 -+ 0 as llxll -. 00, XE K. Let Q 
be any bounded subset of K such that a = inf( llxll: XE Q} > 0 and set 
b=sup{Ilxll:x~Q}. Now, let E>O and choose r=r(E)>O such that 
jlw,(x)ll <(2b))’ E llxll for all XEK with llxll >r. If A>ra-’ and XEQ, 
then (IAxll3 r and Ilw,(llx)ll d (2b)-’ E IIlzxll< 2-‘As. Consequently, 
a(w,(AQ)) < diam(w,(AQ)) < 1s and it follows that 
%Tm(Q)) = a(Tm(lQ)) G a(T(lQ)) + a(wcDQ)) 
< kcr(J.Q) + AE = A(kcl(Q) + E). 
Therefore, a(T,(Q))<ka(Q)+.z for all E>O and we see that 
a(T,(Q))<ka(Q) if inf{Ilxll:xEQ}>O. Note that if E>O, then 
a(T,(BAO, &))I 6 diam(T,(B,(O, &))I d SUP{ II T,(x) - T,b)ll: x, Y E 
~,(0,~))62sup{IIT,(p)l/: XEB,(O,E)}<~IT,IE, where IT,I= 
su~{IIT,(z)ll:z~~,(O, l)), where BK(O, E) = B(0, E) n K. Hence, if Q is a 
bounded subset of K, E >O, and Ql = {x~ Q: llxl/ <E} and Q2 = (x~ Q: 
llxll a~}, then 
a(T,(Q)) = a(T,(Q, u Qd) = a(Trn(Q~) u Tm(Qz)) 
=max{T~o(Ql)),a(T,(Qz)))~max{2 IT,I~~k4Qz)I. 
Since tis holds for each E > 0, we conclude that a( T,(Q)) < ka(Q) for each 
bounded subset Q of K. Q.E.D. 
To prove our first result, we shall need the following known lemma (see 
C2,4, 6391). 
LEMMA 2. Let r > 0 and let T B,(O, r) = B(0, r) n K + K be k-set- 
contractive with k E [0, 1). 
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(a) Zf T(x) #Ax fbr x~dB,(0, r) = aB(O, r) n K and I. 2 1, then 
iK( T, B,(O, r)) = 1. 
(b) Suppose that x- T(x) #,G for all .YE aB,(O, r), all 820, and 
some w E I?, then iK( T, B,(O, r)) = 0. 
Proof We prove this lemma for the sake of completeness. 
(a) Define the map H: [0, l] x B,(O, r)-+ K by H(t, x)= tT(x). 
Then H is an admissible homotopy, H(t, x) # x for XE aS,(O, r) and 
t E [0, 1 ] and consequently iK( H( 1, . ), B,(O, r)) = i,(H(O, ), B,(O, r)), i.e., 
iK( T, B,(O, r)) = iK(O, BK( ., r)) = 1. 
(b) If iK( T, B,(O, r)) # 0, then applying the homotopy property (P4) 
to H(t,x)=x-T(x)-tbw for t~[O,l] and xEBK(O,r) for fi>O 
sufficiently large, we get that iK( T, B,(O, r)) = iK( T+ Bw, B,(O, r)) # 0. 
Hence there would exist XE B,(O, r) such that x - T(x) = /?w, which is 
impossible since the set (x - T(x), XE B,(O, r)> is bounded, while the set 
{ Bw } could be as large as we please for /3 large. Q.E.D. 
In analogy, with [2] we say that a map A in E(K, X) is in class ET(K) 
(respectively, E;(K)) if there is some 1, > 1 and hoe 8 such that 
A(h,) = i,h, and ,4(h) # h for all h in R (respectively, A(h) # Ah for A > 1 
and h in R). 
Before we continue with our discussion, let us note the following simple 
fact (see [S]). If U, u E K, u # 0, and {A,} c (0, co) is a sequence such that 
A, -+ GO as n + co, then there exists N, E N+ such that u - AN,,u 4 K. Indeed, 
if we suppose that u - &u E K for each n, then (l/&)0 - u E K for all n and 
this implies that -U E K because K is a closed cone, which is a contradic- 
tion to the fact that --u 4 K. 
LEMMA 3. Let T: K+ K be a k-set-contractive map with k E [0, 1). 
Suppose that T has a semiderivative T, at co along K, Then there exists 
rco > 0 such that for each fixed r 2 ra we have 
(i) iK(T, B,(O, r)) = 1 if T, E E;(K). 
(ii) iK( T, B,(O, r)) = 0 if T, E E’+(K). 
Proof Since, by Lemma 1, the mapping A = T,: K + K is k-set- 
contractive with k E [0, 1 ), the set aB,(O, 1) is closed in X, and 
O$ (I- A)(aB,(O, 1)) because A E E;(K), it follows from the results in [9] 
that there exists a constant a > 0 such 11x - A(x)11 b u 11x11 for all x in K. In 
view of (l), we can choose rat > 0 such that /I T(x) - A(x)11 d (u/2) I/XII for 
llxll 2 r03. Consequently, for all TV [0, l] and any fixed r z rm, the map 
H( t, .) = tT + (1 - t)A has no fixed points on aB,(O, r). Indeed, for each 
x E aE,(O, r) and t E [0, 1 ] we have the inequality 
Ilx-tT(x)--(1 -t)A(x)ll 3 llx-A(x)11 - IIT(A(x)11 >(a/2)r>O. 
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It follows from this and k-set-contractiveness of H(t, .) that i,(H(l, -), 
B,(O, r)) = i,(H(O, -), B,(O, r)), i.e., iK( T, B,(O, r)) = i,(A, B,(O, r)). Since 
A(h) #Ah for 12 1 and heZ?, it follows from Lemma 2 that 
i,(A, B,(O, r)) = 1. This proves assertion (i). 
To prove (ii), note that since A E E:(K) there exist Iz E 1, > 1 and 
h-h,EKsuch that A(h)=Ih and A(x)#x for ,,a We claim that there 
is Y, >O such that x # T(x) + /Ih for all XE 8B,(O, r), all p 20, and any 
fixed r>r,. If not, then we could choose sequences {r,} c (rm, co), 
{x,} C& and {b,} c [0, co) such that llxnll =rnr rn -+ co, and x,= 
T(x,) + j3,h for each n. It follows from the last equality and (1) that 
x, = A(x,) + 4~) + BA for each n, where w(x,) = w,(x,). (2) 
Dividing (2) by llxnll =r,, setting z,=xn/llx,II, and using the fact that A 
( = T, ) is positively homogeneous, we get 
U- AK4 = ~Mlllx,ll + (P&Jh for each n. (3) 
Since \lzJ = 1 and IIw(x,)ll/llx,ll -+ 0 as [1x,(/ = rn + co, it follows from (3) 
that {/In/r,,} is bounded because {(I-A)(z,)} is bounded. Hence, without 
loss of generality, we assume that P,,/r,, + 4 > 0 as n + co. Thus, it follows 
from (3) that (I-A)(z,)-+nh as n -+ co. Since A is k-set-contractive with 
k E [0, l), it follows from [9] that I- A is proper and hence we may 
assume that z, + z E K with llzll= 1 and 
(I- A)(z) = nh with rl>O (4) 
since A E E:(K). It follows from (4) that z- nh = A(z) E K and thus 
z - nh > 0 or z > qh. Since A, being in E(K, K), is increasing and positive 
homogeneous, it follows that A(z)>A(nh)= +4(h) = nlh. This and (4) 
imply that nAh < A(z) = z - nh or q( 1 + A.)h Gz. Hence A [q( 1 + A)h] < 
A(z)EK and ~(1 +I)Ilh<A(z)=z-nh or q(1+1+12)h<z, i.e., 
z - v( 1 + 2 + A2)h E K. It follows from this and the induction argument hat 
z-~(1+1+ ... +A”)hEK for any n E N+. (5) 
Since A > 1 and h E g, relation (5) is impossible by the remark preceding 
Lemma 3. Hence iK( T, B,(O, r)) = 0 by Lemma 2(b). 
THEOREM 1. Let T: K + K be k-set-contractive with k E [0, 1). Suppose 
that T has a semiderivative T, at 00. Let one of the following conditions be 
satisfied: 
(A) There exists p > 0 such that T(x) # Ax for each x E a,B(O, p) and 
A>l, and T,EE\(K). 
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(B) There exists p > 0 and w E k such that x - T(x) # /?w for each 
xeaB,(O, p) and B>O, and T, E E;(K). 
Then T has a positive fixed point in &. 
Proof: Suppose that (A) or (B) holds. By Lemma 3 there exists a num- 
ber r > p such that iK( T, B,(O, r)) = 0 if T, E E’+(K) and iK( T, B,(O, r)) = 1 
if T, E E;(K). Hence, by Lemma 2 and the additivity property (P3), 
i,dT, B,(O, r)\B,(O, P)) = iK(T, BAO, r)) - iAT, B&4 p)) is equal to 1 
in case (A) and equal to - 1 in case (B). Hence, by (Pl), there is 
x E B,(O, r)\B,(O, p) such that x = T(x). Q.E.D. 
To obtain the existence of nonzero fixed points in R when T is semi- 
differentiable at 0 along K, we need 
DEFINITION 2. A map T: K + X is said to be semidifferentiable at x E K 
along K if there exists a map T., E E(K, X) such that for each h in K 
T(x + h) = T(x) + T,(h) + w(x, h) with w(x, h) = o( llhlj) as l/h/l + 0. 
(6) 
We call T, a semiderivative of T at x along K. 
In what follows we need the following result which is an extension of the 
linear case in [S] (see also [6]). 
LEMMA 4. If T: K -+ K has a semiderivative T, at 0 along K and 
T(0) = 0, then T, maps K into K. If T is also k-set-contractive for some k E 
[0, CO), then T, is also k-set-contractive. 
Proof: To prove the first part of Lemma 4, let y E K. If y = 0, then 
T,(O) = OE K. So, for contradiction, we may assume that y #O and 
T,(y) # K. Since T, is positively homogeneous, we may assume that 
llvll = 1. Then, by (6), limj.+o+ (T(ly)/A) = T,(y) and, by the closedness of 
K and the fact that T maps K into K, we see that To(y) E K in contradiction 
to our assumption. 
To prove the second part, note that in view of Definition 2 we see that 
for each E>O there is p =p(s) >O such that T(h) = T,(h)+ ~(0, h) with 
l/w(O, h)ll <pllhll for hcK and I(hJI dp. Now, if QcK is bounded, then 
QC B,(O, r) for some r >O, ~Qc B,(O, p) for 1=p/r, and a(w(0, IQ))< 
diam(w(0, IQ)) < diam(w(0, B,(O, p)) d 2 sup(llw(0, u)ll: u E B,(O, p)} G 
2~pp = 2ErA. Hence, since T,: K -+ K is positively homogeneous, 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, this implies that a( T,(Q)) < ka(Q) for each 
bounded Q c K, i.e., T,, is k-set-contractive. Q.E.D. 
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Note that Lemma 4 holds if we assume only that for some p > 0, T: 
B,(O, p) --t K is semidifferentiable at 0 and T(0) = 0. 
In view of Lemma 4, the following lemma is the counterpart to 
Lemma 3. Since the proof of this lemma is similar to that of Lemma 3 we 
give here only an outline. 
LEMMA 5. Let T: B,(O, p) -r K be a k-set-contractive map with k E [0, 1) 
and T(0) =O. Suppose that T has a semiderivative T,, at 0 along K. Then 
there exists r,, E (0, p) such that for each fixed r E (0, r,,] we have 
(j) iK(T,BK(O,r))=l ifT,,eEc(K). 
(jj) ik(T, B,(O, r))=O ifT,,cE!+(K). 
Proof: Lemma 4 and the condition T,, E E;(K) imply that 
I/x - To(x)11 2 b II4 f or XE K and some b > 0. This and (6) show the 
existence of r0 E (0, p) such that 11 T(x) - T,(x)11 6 (b/2) jlxl] for llxll < rO. 
This leads to x # tT(x) + (1 - t) T,(x) for x E aB,(O, r), t E [O, l] and any 
fixed r E (0, r,]. Hence iK( T,,, B,(O, r)) = 1. 
Now, if T, E E’+(K), then there exist & > 1 and h, > 0 such that 
T,(h,) = l,,h, and T,,(x) # x for x E k Again, as in the proof of the second 
part of Lemma 3, one shows that x # T(x) + Bh, for all x E JB,(O, r), all 
/I 20, and any fixed r E (0, rO]. This and Lemma 2(b) shows that 
iK( T, B,(O, r)) = 0. Q.E.D. 
Using Lemmas 2 to 5 and the same arguments as those in the proof of 
Theorem 1, we have the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let T: B,(O, p) + K be k-set-contractive with k E [0, 1) and 
T(0) =O. Suppose that T has a semiderivative T, at 0. Let one of the 
following conditions hold: 
(C) T(x)#Axfor x~c?Bk(O,p) andA>l, and T,EE\(K). 
(D) There exists w E K such that x - T(x) # /Iw for all x E dB,(O, p) 
and /?>O, and T,EE;(K). 
Then T has a positive fixed point in K. 
Combining the two theorems we now get the following theorem which 
depends only on the spectral properties of the semiderivatives To and T,. 
THEOREM 3. Let T: K --) K be k-set-contractive with k E [0, 1) and 
T(0) = 0. Suppose that T has a semiderivative T, at 0 and a semiderivative 
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T, at CG. Then T has a positive fixed point in k provided one of the 
following conditions holds: 
(c) T,EE;(K) and T,,EE:(K). 
(d) T,EE:(K) and T,EE;(K). 
The proof of Theorem 3 can also be deduced from Lemmas 3 and 5 and 
the property (P3) on the additivity of domains. 
Remark 1. The existence of positive eigenvalue ,I and the corre- 
sponding positive eigenvector x E R for the case when T: K -+ K is k-set- 
contractive, positively homogeneous, and increasing has been recently 
studied by Massabo and Stuart in [7]. 
Remark 2. Theorems 1 and 2 generalize Amann’s theorem [l, 
Theorem 13.21 and its implicitly stated counterpart when T is completely 
continuous and TO = T; and T, = T& with T6 and Tk being linear 
derivatives of T at 0 and co along K, respectively. Theorem 3 extends [ 1, 
Theorem 13.61 when T is completely continuous and [2, Theorem 21 when 
T is k-set-contractive with k E [0, 1) with TO = Td and T, = T& with T; 
and Tk being linear derivatives of T at 0 and co, respectively. It should 
be noted that [2, Theorem 23 extended earlier results of Krasnoselskii 
[ 5, Theorems 11 and 163 for T completely continuous, and of Edmunds, 
Potter, and Stuart [3, Theorem 61 when T is strict set-contractive. 
However, the authors of [3] had to assume that T maps all of X into K 
and K is normal. For other approach see [lo]. 
Remark 3. It is not hard to show that if T: K + K has a semiderivative 
at 00 (or at 0) along K and A is a bounded linear mapping of X into X 
such that A(K) t K, then A 0 T: K + K has a semiderivative at co (or at 0) 
along K and (A 0 T), = AT, (or (A 0 T), = A TO). This fact will prove to be 
useful when Theorems 1 to 3 are applied, for example, to Hammerstein 
equations or to semilinear elliptic equations. 
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